
Review of “Does dynamically modelled leaf area improve predic5ons of land surface water 
and carbon fluxes? – Insights into dynamic vegeta5on modules” by Westermann et al. 

 

General Comments 

In this manuscript, Westermann et al. test a range of implementa6ons of vegeta6on 
dynamics, namely dynamic vs sta6c LAI from different data sources, within two land surface 
models, ECLand and Noah-MP. By contras6ng the model performance across three different 
metrics for these different model setups, the authors iden6fy not only which 
implementa6ons produce beFer predic6ons of various fluxes but also poten6al reasons for 
these differences in model performance. In par6cular, the authors find that implemen6ng 
dynamic vegeta6on in the two models actually decreased model performance with respect 
to the analysed fluxes. This is an interes6ng finding that is of importance to those both 
performing modelling studies and u6lising the outputs of these models in model 
intercomparison studies.  

Unfortunately, due to the number of comments I have, I must recommend major revisions to 
this manuscript before it is suitable for publica6on in Biogeosciences. In general, addi6onal 
work is required to ensure the manuscript is well structured with clear and concise results 
and discussion. I am sympathe6c to the fact that the length of this review and the number of 
technical correc6ons may be disheartening, but the majority of these are no more than the 
result of a further proofread and should be simple to address for the main author. I hope 
that these comments will provide the necessary guidance for bringing this submission up to 
the standards required by Biogeosciences. 

Specific Comments 

1. A key finding in this paper is that ac6va6on of vegeta6on dynamics in Noah-MP and ECLand 
does not improve model performance across several variables and metrics. Such a result 
appears at odds with the necessary tes6ng that accompanies model development – new 
features are rarely implemented if performance is decreased. As such, I would like to see 
further explora6on of the discrepancies between the findings from the model development 
team and this paper. For instance, the development of ECLand (and CHTESSEL) has papers 
by Miguel Nogueira, in addi6on to those from Souhail BousseFa, that explore model 
performance. It is important to synthesise such publica6ons in the manuscript and 
inves6gate reasons for any divergence of results. As an example, if model itera6ons are 
tested against variables such as land surface temperature over water and carbon fluxes 
during development then perhaps the authors’ results indicate a need for a broader tes6ng 
process. 

2. The methodology uses LAI taken from MODIS as both an input and the observa6on against 
which the model performance is analysed. Such analysis is circular and, although it could 
s6ll prove useful in determining how model outputs change based on inputs, should be 
discussed further within the paper. It could also be avoided by using independent datasets – 
were efforts extended to iden6fy alterna6ve sources of LAI data, beyond the on-site data 



used for DE-HoH? There are other remote sensing products and certainly other flux sites 
with on-site LAI measurements. 

3. The authors inves6gate the behaviour of two models, ECLand and Noah-MP. However, the 
analysis is limited in places due to the sta6c implementa6on of Noah-MP not producing 
output for carbon fluxes. With a large array of LSMs to choose from, further jus6fica6on for 
selec6ng a model that can only par6ally contribute to the manuscript is required.  

4. The site selec6on for the study was performed such that sites with the same IGBP PFT class 
that fell within the same aridity bracket as already selected sites were dropped. This takes 
place to “avoid including more than one representa6ve site for each combina6on of aridity 
and vegeta6on type”. This data selec6on criteria, in addi6on to the sensible choice of 
excluding sites with less than 5 years of data, results in 22 sites being used out of a poten6al 
of 212 FLUXNET2015 sites available (of which 120 have 5 years or more of data). More 
informa6on on this is required. What were the possible consequences of having two or 
more sites in the same PFT and aridity classes? One would assume that including more sites 
could provide addi6onal insight into the reasons for model performance – namely helping 
provide strength to any statements made around the role of PFT and aridity interac6on. In 
addi6on, the study is then such that 5 grassland sites are included but only one savannah 
site and one mixed forest site. How might this unbalanced dataset affect the interpreta6on 
of results? 

5. Unfortunately, the manuscript would benefit from an addi6onal thorough proofread. I have 
included many small issues in the Technical Correc6ons below, but there are sure to be 
some I have missed. Some errors are par6cularly important to address for a scien6fic 
publica6on – for instance, there is a reference to a dataset having an author of “The PLOS 
ONE Staff” as the bibliography reference is to a correc6on of the original dataset ar6cle. 
Aside from this, the Results and Discussion sec6on is hard to follow in places and frequently 
jumps from discussing one topic to another before returning to the original topic. It is not 
always clear which figure or model run is being discussed. Figure 8 is introduced mul6ple 
6mes, and some statements are duplicated. I would suggest the authors restructure the 
manuscript to have separate sec6ons for the results and the discussion as this should 
provide addi6onal structure and clarity. This should be combined with the addi6on of more 
quan6ta6ve results, providing numbers to support statements, and further explana6on of 
how results are reached. For example, on line 223, “simula6on results were unaffected by 
the type of LAI forcing with vegeta6on dynamics switched on” could be explained further by 
clarifying that this is seen from the symbols being in similar loca6ons in Figures 2c and 2d. 
Suppor6ng this statement with the mean difference in model performance across the sites 
would also help sa6sfy the need for more quan6ta6ve results. 

 

Technical Correc5ons 

1. Line 2: Superfluous “and”. 

2. Line 5: “improves” should be “improve”. 

3. Line 7: “range in” should be “range of”. 



4. Line 8: “and use more … “Hohes Holz”.” is overly detailed for an abstract. 

5. Line 9: “current implementa6on” – the current implementa6on of what exactly? 

6. Line 9 and elsewhere: the use of “e.g.” is not ideal as it is not clear what other processes or 
variables are to be inferred. I would amend this to detail the results more explicitly. 

7. Line 10: “while Noah-MP improved it only for some sites” should be more along the lines of 
“while performance improved in Noah-MP only for some sites”. 

8. Line 13: “One reason, we showed here, might …” would read beFer as “We show that one 
poten6al reason for this might …”. 

9. Line 17: “For both, water and carbon fluxes” should be “For both water and carbon fluxes”. 

10. Line 28: What does “a.o.” mean? I do not believe this to be a standard English abbrevia6on. 

11. Line 30 and throughout the manuscript: “like Best et al. (2015) or Krinner et al. (2018).” I 
would suggest that cita6ons are included in the usual manner with the conjunc6ons 
implied. Line 30 would hence become “Such works that introduce individual evalua6on 
schemes are o"en accompanied by studies that perform comparisons between them (Best 
et al., 2015; Krinner et al., 2018).” 

12. Line 33: “than an ensemble of LSMs”. With ‘ensemble’ onen having a specific meaning 
within the LSM community, I would suggest changing this line to read “than any single LSM”, 
or similar, to more accurately reflect the findings of Best et al.  

13. Line 34: “This does not allow to judge whether the inves6gated method achieved a (dis-
)sa6sfactory performance”. The authors of benchmarking studies would likely disagree with 
this statement, with one purpose of benchmarking being to assess whether performance is 
sa6sfactory against various a-priori expecta6ons.  

14. Line 37: “… a closer look on the cause …” should be “… a closer look at the cause … “. 

15. Line 44-45: “Nonetheless, ... to be further explored” is a difficult sentence to parse. I 
recommend rewording this.  

16. Line 46: “thereby” is not needed. 

17. Line 47 and throughout the manuscript: FLUXNET Mul6-Tree Ensembles are one type of 
product, considered “a precursor to FLUXCOM” as stated in the Jung et al. paper cited here. 
I would suggest referring simply to FLUXCOM, a well-known product in the community. 

18. Line 48: The sentence containing “… is crucial to make use of LSMs …” is unusually worded 
and therefore difficult to parse.  

19. Line 52: “… that LSMs do misrepresent …” should be “… that LSMs misrepresent …”. 

20. Line 52: How do LSMs misrepresent water-sensi6ve regions? This statement should be 
expounded upon.  



21. Line 57: “Currently, most LSMs are not able to represent a direct vegeta6on control on 
surface exchange”. Do vegeta6on parameters not influence transpira6on within LSMs and 
therefore exert a control on the land-atmosphere exchange of water? 

22. Line 58: “… amongst others because …” should be “amongst other reasons …”. 

23. Line 60: Missing comma aner “files”.  

24. Line 61: Missing “a” between “as” and “prognos6c”. 

25. Line 62: Missing “of” between “understanding” and “how”.  

26. Line 62: “… by LSMs helps to shed light on the known discrepancies”. “helps” should 
probably be “would help”. Which discrepancies are being referred to here? 

27. Line 64: “Here, we inves6gate model performances for water and carbon fluxes especially 
with focus on vegeta6on processes.” This sentence could be “Here, we inves6gate model 
performance for water and carbon fluxes with a focus on vegeta6on processes.” 

28. Line 66: “… that can only be executed for a limited set of models”. This needs clarifica6on – 
is this due to 6me constraints within the study, or is there some other characteris6c of 
certain models that exclude them from such studies? 

29. Line 69: “those LSMs” should be “the LSMs”. 

30. Line 70: “Does improving one variable, compromise performance in the other or improves it 
along with it?” could be wriFen more clearly and without the unnecessary comma. For 
example, “Do improvements in model performance for one variable compromise 
performance for other variables?” 

31. Line 71: What is meant by “different paFerns” and “possible misrepresenta6ons of the 
observa6ons”? This could likely be stated more clearly. 

32. Line 74: This statement is superfluous and could either be moved or removed. 

33. Line 77 and throught manuscript: There is no space between FLUXNET and 2015. 

34. Line 80: The data from Trabucco and Zomer (2018) should be referred to as the CGIAR-CSI 
Global-Aridity and Global-PET Database. 

35. Line 87: “… we assumed [the sites] to be neither very predictable nor very unpredictable in 
total …”. This statement is unclear in both its meaning and implica6ons. 

36. Figure 1: Reference the IGBP classifica6on scheme used, as well as where this data was 
obtained for each site (e.g., from the FLUXNET website, or within the site netCDFs). I believe 
some of the sites in this study have 19 years of data available – why does the scale have an 
upper limit of 18? Furthermore, a con6nuous color scale could likely be used here to allow 
differen6a6on between adjacent numbers (and clarify which color each label belongs to).  

37. Line 94: “e.g.” should be “i.e.” 



38. Line 95: Should the soil water content have an abbrevia6on introduced here in the same 
vein as the fluxes? 

39. Line 98: The Climate Data Store cita6on is an unusual format – s6ck to the normal style and 
create a bibliography item for this dataset. 

40. Line 99: Rather than “We adopted the same procedure …”, simply say that you also 
excluded 6mesteps where L <= 0.  

41. Line 101: How long did the gap-filled periods need to be to be excluded from the model 
performance analysis? How might this affect the results from the analysis? 

42. Line 105: Why were only these four quality flags allowed? Other studies indicate any value 
less than 64 is usable (e.g., Fang et al., 2012; Ma and Liang, 2022). 

43. Line 105: “as trade-off” should be “as a trade-off”. 

44. Line 107: Cite papers to provide assurance that using a Savgol filter is suitable for this 
purpose (e.g., Cao et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2021). 

45. Line 110: “Each following year … that specific year.” is ambiguous in terms of which year is 
being used as the forcing. 

46. Line 112: “If LAI values for more than one month were not available” – did these months 
need to be consecu6ve? 

47. Line 113: Move the “also” from before “on-site” to before “available”. 

48. Table 1 and throughout the manuscript: Is there any poten6al for providing shorter labels 
for the “Terms” from this table? While they are descrip6ve which is useful, they can be 
unwieldy in length. 

49. Line 117: “Due to the use … from smoothing. Gaps were len as they were”. This needs more 
explana6on. Why are the same data from earlier (with QC flags of 48 and 65) not used 
here?  

50. Line 125: Typo of “represents”. 

51. Line 127: I would change “an under-development vegeta6on dynamic module” to “a 
vegeta6on dynamics module currently under development”. 

52. Line 130: Delete “in”. 

53. Line 131: Explain what “IFS cycle “CY46R1” means. 

54. Line 131: How were the IGBP PFT classes from FLUXNET2015 mapped onto the 19 
vegeta6on types within ECLand? If the two classifica6on schemes do not exactly match (or 
say, the ECLand types are taken from default data based on lat/lon of the site), were any 
tests performed to confirm that the classes aligned in a suitable manner? 



55. Line 131: “parameter” should be “parameters” or “parameter values” (or similar). 

56. Line 131: “stomata resistance to water and carbon flux” should be just “stomatal 
resistance”. 

57. Line 135: Does “respec6ve cover” refer to the frac6onal cover of each of the two vegeta6on 
heights? 

58. Line 135 and throughout the manuscript: “… to be used for the ver6cal exchange with the 
atmosphere” is superfluous text. There are instances throughout the manuscript where 
slight revisions of text could improve clarity and conciseness. 

59. Line 149: See the comment for line 131 regarding the PFT classes for ECLand. The same 
holds here for Noah-MP. 

60. Line 151: Missing “the” between “between” and “canopy”. 

61. Line 152: Unnecessary “thereby”. 

62. Line 152: “Stomatal resistance is controlled by photosynthesis”. Is this statement true for 
Noah-MP? I would think it is more of a coupled rela6onship where stomatal resistance can 
also be controlled by e.g. vapour pressure deficit which in turn would decrease the level of 
photosynthesis by limi6ng the available intercellular CO2.  

63. Line 160: While the height of flux tower would ideally be dependent on the vegeta6on 
height, this isn’t always true – towers can be situated within the canopy or many meters 
above it.  

64. Line 161: How deep was the uppermost soil layer? 

65. Line 162: Was the ten-year spin up sufficient to reach a steady state in each model? What 
variables were used to check that such a steady state had been reached? 

66. Line 164: What “ini6al data” was taken from ERA-5? Why was the FLUXNET2015 data not 
suitable? 

67. Line 172: Why are the soil data averaged from neighbouring cells? 

68. Line 175 and footnotes: Do not use footnotes. Biogeosciences journal guidelines specifically 
say to avoid them. Just cite this dataset as usual with a bibliography entry. 

69. Line 177: What aspect of the model meant that the temperate vegeta6on did not regrow? 
Is the requirement to have green vegeta6on frac6on set to 1 a detriment to the results or 
their interpretability? 

70. Line 180: Delete “therefor”. 

71. Line 180: Is the implicit temperature 6me scheme for the surface temperature? 



72. Table 2: Why is the IGBP class OSH in this table when it does not feature in Figure 1? How 
was the ini6al LAI changed for sites in the Southern Hemisphere, namely the Australian 
sites? With DBF LAI set to 0.0, it seems clear that the Noah-MP ini6al LAI is based on a year 
star6ng on 1 January in the Northern Hemisphere, yet the Australian sites are poten6ally at 
the peak of their growing season in January. 

73. Line 183: “transferred” would be beFer as “aggregated”.  

74. Line 184: Unnecessary comma aner “output”. 

75. Equa6on 1: I do not think this is needed as Pearson’s correla6on coefficient is widely used 
and available in many programming languages.  

76. Line 191: Is “co-domain” the correct term? It usually refers to the domain of a dependent 
variable. “Domain” is likely the proper word here. 

77. Line 192: Typo of “therefore”. 

78. Equa6on 2:  This is jus6fied as avoiding division by 0 or values very close to zero. However, 
this doesn’t strictly follow from the formula6on of the divisor. If the observa6ons have very 
low variance or are very biased towards 0 values, then conceivably the mean minus the 
minimum could s6ll be a very small number. 

79. Line 199: “To account for” should likely be “to analyse” or similar. 

80. Line 200: “variable to that” should be “variable on that”. 

81. Line 204: “e.g.” should be “i.e.” as the authors list every metric.  

82. Line 204: Was an abbrevia6on considered for the normalized standard devia6on to improve 
the ease of referring to it, and bring it in-line with the other two metrics which are 
referenced with a single leFer? 

83. Line 205 and throughout the manuscript: An abbrevia6on has been introduced for latent 
heat, so it could be used here. This is frequently the case throughout the manuscript. 

84. Line 206: Delete “as” before “independent”. 

85. Line 209: Again, cite the code as is standard with a bibliography entry rather than a 
footnote.  

86. Line 212: “LAI model” should be “model LAI”. 

87. Line 212: Consider changing “The point of op6mal model performance is indicated with a 
star” to “The loca6on an op6mal model would occupy is indicated …”. 

88. Line 220: “a bunch of” should be avoided – what was the actual number of sites? 

89. Line 225: This is confusing wording as it is difficult to determine whether the authors are 
referring to all the sites, one specific site, or just some sites.  



90. Line 228: “whether the predicted LAI fit beFer … was random”. Was the difference in 
performance random with respect to the sites’ classes or aridity? It might be beFer to say 
that there was no clear rela6onship between the difference in performance and the site 
characteris6cs explored.  

91. Line 231 and throughout the manuscript: Define which classes are meant by “short or 
sparse vegeta6on types”. 

92. Line 231: “Especially short … performance for LAI” is a difficult sentence to parse. 

93. Line 234: Comparing the sta6c simula6ons across Figure 2 (and the other Taylor diagrams) is 
difficult as the end of the arrows are hard to locate, especially with respect to the site that 
the arrows represent when the arrows are clustered. 

94. Line 236: “With ac6vated vegeta6on dynamics … in the Taylor diagram”. This statement 
implies that performance improves for all sites and all LAI forcings, yet clearly for the 
default LAI, model performance decreases for AU-Stp and US-Ton.  

95. Line 238: “did not contribute to improve LAI” would be beFer as “did not result in improved 
LAI”. 

96. Line 240: This relates back to the restructuring of the manuscript but star6ng a new 
paragraph before “Figure 3” would improve clarity.  

97. Line 242: Figures 3d-f are referenced but Figure 3 does not have sub-labels.   

98. Line 249: Delete “the” from before “disaggrega6ng”. 

99. Line 249: The total LAI is disaggregated into high and low, yet the model is run with either 
only high or low vegeta6on. How does this impact results, as one can imagine this results in 
lower LAI than truth. 

100. Line 255: “Upda6ng the LAI forcing …” is a sentence that appears misplaced. 

101. Figure 2: Why does the arrow of US-Var extend outside of the plot domain in Figure 3c? 
How does US-GLE in Figure 3c have no change in either standard devia6on or correla6on 
yet an extremely large change in the rela6ve bias? This would imply a simple shin in 
magnitude in the LAI output which would be striking if caused by the switch to dynamic 
vegeta6on.  

102. Figure 2 and others: How were the aridity brackets defined for the color coding? 

103. Figure 3: Since other figures are in color, I would suggest this figure also use color to 
differen6ate between sta6c and dynamic to help visually dis6nguish between the two. 

104. Line 270 and throughout the manuscript: More consistency in the used defini6on of “model 
performance” would be good and can be aided by being more explicit about the metric 
currently being discussed.  



105. Line 279: More explana6on of how the opposing NEE biases indicate differences in 
respira6on es6mates is required. 

106. Line 297: Delete “thereby” aner “types”. 

107. Figure 4: Why is AU-Stp outside of the plot area for Figure 4a? The axes should be extended 
so that the site falls within the plot area. 

108. Line 303: Delete “fluxes” before “predic6ve”. 

109. Line 304: The “is” aner ECLand should be “are”. 

110. Line 304: “Findings from this study … modelling carbon and energy fluxes”. This is a strong 
statement about the impact of this work and requires more discussion to support it. Which 
processes within ECLand has this study iden6fied as requiring further development? How 
has the study provided evidence for how these processes should be improved within the 
model? 

111. Line 309: “Sta6s6cal measures” is a broad term. I would recommend replacing with the 
specific metrics that were calculated and explored in this study. 

112. Line 309: “Stevens … with sta6c ECLand” is not needed as the precise results from these 
other studies are not cri6cal to the discussion. Instead, these two papers could simply be 
cited to support the prior statement that the results are comparable to other studies. If the 
exact values from the prior studies are men6oned, then it would be good to also state the 
same metric values from this study explicitly. 

113. Line 312: Without being explicit about the methodology used for the literature review, it is 
also not necessary to state that no other studies were found. This is semi-implicit (if even 
required) in only having the two above cita6ons. 

114. Line 318: “… points appeared to have the largest arrows”. This statement could be 
supported quan6ta6vely with a measure of length for the arrows, equivalent to the degree 
of performance difference between the two model runs.  

115. Line 322: “… no trend regarding vegeta6on type or site aridity can be seen …”. Were any 
sta6s6cal tests to check for a trend performed here? If not, then changing “trend” to 
“rela6onship” might be preferable.  

116.  Line 329: It would be good to explore the low EF / high NEE performance in forests in more 
detail. What processes are likely to be responsible for this mismatch in model performance? 
It is findings such as these that, with further discussion, would support the statement from 
my comment 115. 

117. Line 335: I would include the soil moisture plots in the appendix.  

118. Line 340: Slightly more explana6on for how the underes6ma6on of GPP/LAI could cause the 
poor EF performance is needed. A few words on the linking mechanisms would be 
sufficient.  



119. Line 341: Delete “and” from before “might also be the reason …”. 

120. Line 342: Add “and” before “sensible”. 

121. Line 343: Change “has the poten6al in improving” to “has poten6al for improving”. 

122. Line 344: Ac6va6ng vegeta6on dynamics in Noah-MP arguably had more than “a small 
impact” on LE and EF for certain sites. AU-DaS no6ceably has significant displacement in 
posi6on between sta6c and dynamic runs in Figures 5d and 6d. Similarly, comparing the 
posi6on between sta6c runs for AU-DaS with default and MODIS LAI, there is clearly a large 
difference in model performance.  

123. Line 346: I would suggest more informa6on on the possible causes of disagreement 
between Ma et al. and this study. Why might different results have been reached? I would 
also replace “already concluded” with “found”, otherwise it reads as if the authors are 
dismissing their own results! 

124. Line 350: Delete “more” from before “sufficient”. 

125. Line 357: To what measurements does “op6mal values” refer? 

126. Line 361: This statement is not clear. 

127. Line 363: Add “a” before “metric” and replace “the bar plots of Fig.” with “Figure”. 

128. Line 363: “Surprisingly, the model quality of those actually closely related variables was 
independent”. This sentence needs work. What does model quality mean? Which variables 
are considered closely related, and why? How does this affect the confidence in the results? 

129. Line 372: Typo of “or” as “of”. 

130. Line 372: Move “do” from aner “LAI” to aner “sites”. 

131. Line 377: Capitalise L in “ECland”. 

132. Figure 7: Keep the x axes constant across the nine plots. This ensures that comparison 
between the plots is easy and does not mask the differences in performance. This is also the 
case for the other figures – where the point of subfigures is to allow comparison between 
them, ensure that all scales are consistent as this provides ease of comparison. It is also 
necessary to describe what each element of the boxplots represents.  

133. Figure 8: Which LAI is used for the models in this figure? I would suggest less transparency 
for the MAM and SON points, or just use different colors. Moving the range indicators 
outside of the plo{ng area would ensure they do not cover points on the plots.  

134. Line 398: It is “an evergreen”, not “a evergreen”.  

135. Line 407: I would suggest changing the units that GPP is reported in such that the values do 
not need to be reported at so many decimal places.  



136. Line 408: Are the MODIS values of LAI varying between 1 and 7 realis6c? It should be clear 
whether the authors believe the LAI or GPP is the most likely reason for the two variables to 
not align. 

137. Line 412: Replace “depends next to LAI also” with “also depends”. 

138. Line 418: Add “of” between “values about”. 

139. Line 419: This sentence makes it unclear which sites were being discussed previously – the 
start of the paragraph indicates that all of the sites are being discussed but then here it is 
stated that similar behaviour is seen at a specific site.  

140. Line 433: Add “a” between “shows” and “similar”. 

141. Line 435: Replace “govern this daily” with “govern these daily”. 

142. Line 436: Replace “GPP relates linear to LAI” with “GPP is linearly related to LAI”.  

143. Line 439: Replace “phase” with “phases” and add “the” between “biomass from” and 
“previous 6me”.  

144. Line 441: Add “the” in two places – between “part of” and “senescent biomass” and also 
between “reduced in” and “case of”. 

145. Line 444: Is the 11% in the model? If so, how does this compare to observa6ons? 

146. Line 446: Replace “minimize net primary produc6on or even produce nega6ve values” with 
“reduce net primary produc6on, even producing nega6ve values”. 

147. Line 454: Delete “However, ”. 

148. Line 458: “However, an evalua6on of the representa6veness of key variables like lead area 
index or net ecosystem exchange is rarely done”. I would agree this is frequently a part of 
model evalua6on, and therefore needs to be more specifically worded to accurately infer 
what the authors are saying. 

149. Line 467: Replace “… higher variability in the ecosystem exchange especially of short or 
sparse vegeta6on but this was predominantly …” with “… higher variability in ecosystem 
exchange, especially that of short or sparse vegeta6on, but this was predominantly …“. 

150. Line 468: It is “a negligible” not “an negligible”.  

151. Line 473: It should be “observa6ons”. 

152. Line 474: Replace “rela6on” with “rela6onship”. 

153. Line 475: Replace “linear” with “linearly”. 

154. Line 477: Replace “… pinpoints to the reasons of model behavior … ” with “… pinpoints the 
reasons for model behavior …”. 



155. Line 477: In general, the conclusion is very long. I would recommend synthesising the study 
impacts in more detail in a Discussion sec6on and keeping the conclusion a short summary 
of this. 

156. Figure A1: Even though the sub-panel d would be iden6cal to sub-panel c as stated in the 
cap6on, I would s6ll include it. The space is free anyway so there is no cost to this, but it will 
emphasise the similarity of the two plots, especially if the cap6on s6ll men6ons that they 
are iden6cal. 

157. Tables A1 – A6: What are the column headings? How do they relate to the different model 
runs? 

158. Table A6: This appears to disagree with the statement made at line 334 that model 
performance for soil moisture is insensi6ve to LAI forcing or vegeta6on dynamics. Assuming 
that each column in Table A6 is one of the different model runs, then sites such as US-SRM 
(rela6ve bias of ECLand varies from 314% to 552%) appear to have quite varying 
performance, even if it is consistently poor.  
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